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Quasi degeneracy leads to enhanced 

sensitivity to variation of FC  

Close levels may appear due to some approximate symmetry, 

or because of the accidental cancellation of contributions of 

different nature.  

 

Molecules give us numerous examples of both types.  



When Q-factors are important? 

• Q-factors give us sensitivity to VFC when we have fixed 
relative accuracy of the frequency measurements. 

• Q-factors are critical for high redshift astrophysics, where 
the lines are Doppler broadened and Γ/ω=Δv/c is 
independent of the waveband. 

• For high precision laboratory measurements absolute 
shifts are important, which depend on dimensional 
parameters q=Q∙ω.   

• Q-factors are meaningless for indirect measurements, 
when small splittings are obtained as frequency 
differences. 





















Constrain on μ-variation from observation of 

methanol lines at redshift z=0.89  
[Bagdonaite et al. Science 339, 46 (2013)] 





Tunneling-rotational spectrum of Ethylene glycol 
[A Viatkina & MK 2014] 



Tunneling-rotational spectrum of Ethylene glycol 
[A Viatkina & MK 2014] 



Quasi degeneracy in linear molecules:  

Λ-doubling & Ω-doubling.  

1. Λ-doubling 

HCor ~ µ∙J 

ΔEΛ ~ μ2J2 



2. Ω-doubling 

ΔEΩ(Π1/2) ~ μα2J ΔEΩ(Π3/2) ~ μ3J3/α2 

Spin-orbit interaction couples electron spin to the molecular axis.  When rotational 

energy grows, electron spin decouples from the axis. Then quantum number Ω is 

substituted by Λ.  Competition between Coriolis and SO interactions leads to 

strong dependence of the doubling splitting on α and µ. 







Λ-doubling in NH+. Perturbation from 4Σ- state 

cm-1 cm-1 



Sensitivity coefficients for NH+ 







Matching electronic energy with vibrational 

ladder (D DeMille) 

From Sainis, S, Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University, 2005 

137Cs2 



130Te2 [D DeMille, S Kotochigova, & MK]  



Conclusions 

• Dimensionless sensitivity coefficients correspond to the 
relative sensitivity to the VFC. 

• “Low frequency” transitions between quasi degenerate 
states may have large dimensionless sensitivity 
coefficients. 

• Both accidental and symmetry-induced degeneracy can 
lead to high relative sensitivity. 

• High absolute sensitivity can be achieved when 
accidental degeneracy takes place at high energy scale 
(nuclei, HCI). 

• Molecules provide us with many examples of high 
dimensionless sensitivities. High absolute sensitivity is 
much more rare. 

• High relative sensitivity is very important for astrophysics 
where lines are Doppler-broadened. 


